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Abstract
Gödelisation is a meta-linguistic encoding of terms in a language.
While it is impossible to define an operator in the λ-calculus which
encodes all closed λ-expressions, it is possible to construct restricted
versions of such an encoding operator modulo normalisation. In this
paper, we propose such an encoding operator for proper combinators.
Keywords: Programming Calculi; λ-Calculus; Gödelisation.
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Prerequisites and Notation

We assume some familiarity with the untyped and simply typed λ-calculi
[1, 3]. The set of all terms generated by {M1 , . . . , Mn } is {M1 , . . . , Mn }+ [1,
Item 8.1.1 (i), Page 165]. The set of all λ-terms is denoted by Λ, the set
of all closed λ-terms (combinators) is denoted by Λ0 . When n ranges over
the integers, p nq denotes the n-th Church numeral, and when M ranges over
all λ-expressions, p M q denotes an encoding of M. The Church successor
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function is denoted by SuccChurch . The identity combinator is denoted by
I. The ordered n-tuple is denoted by [x1, . . . , xn ], and the k-th projection
function on an n-tuple is denoted by πkn . Since the definition of an ordered
n-tuple and the respective projection functions play a rôle in the proof of
Theorem 3.2, we give their definitions below:
[x1, . . . , xn ] = λx.(x x1 · · · xn )
The ordered n-tuple.
πkn = λt.(t (λx1 · · · xn .xk )) The k-th projection.
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Introduction

Gödelisation1 is an effective injection that is used to encode terms in a
language[1, Item 6.5.6, Page 143] . It is possible to write a combinator
Gödel in the λ-calculus, such that
(Gödel p M q ) =

pp

q

Mq .

(1)

Gödel is the same as Barendregt’s Num combinator [1, Item 6.5.9, Page 143].
Gödel does not map λ-expressions to their encodings, but rather encodings
of λ-expressions to the encodings of their encodings. Indeed, it is impossible
to define a combinator that maps λ-expressions to their encodings:
2.1 Proposition: Gödelisation is necessarily a meta-linguistic notion
in the λ-calculus, i.e. there exists no combinator G such that for any closed
λ-term M we have
(G M) =

p

Mq

(2)

Proof: Let M = (I I). We should have p (I I)q different from p Iq , but by
the Church-Rosser Theorem we have (G (I I)) = (G I).

In light of Proposition 2.1, we are only interested in encoding λ-terms
that have a normal form, and we consider this encoding to be modulo the
normal form.
But even modulo normalisation, defining a Gödelisation combinator is
1
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still a difficult problem, quite different in nature from the combinator we
considered in (1). As a milestone on the road to deciding the existence of
an encoding combinator such as (2) for all terms modulo normalisation, we
consider a weaker notion, that of a partial Gödeliser:
2.2 Definition:
A Partial Gödeliser. Given a set S of combinators,
we associate with each M ∈ S a λ-expression IM (which is taken to be
“information about M”). A λ-expression GS is said to be a partial Gödeliser
for S if for each M ∈ S we have:
(GS M IM ) =

p

Mq

(3)

A trivial partial Gödeliser might have S Λ0 , and
(

IM =

p

Mnf q if M has a nf Mnf
p q
⊥
if M has no nf

(4)

The best possible Gödeliser we could hope for has S = Λ0 , and IM = p ⊥q
(i.e. IM provides the partial Gödeliser with no information), and
(

(GS M IM ) =

p

Mnfq if M has nf Mnf
p q
⊥
if M has no nf

(5)

The challenge is to find partial Gödelisers for large and interesting classes
of combinators, while keeping the information that needs to be passed on to
the partial Gödelisers as simple as possible, so as not to trivialise the task of
encoding.
To the best of our knowledge, the only partial Gödeliser in the λcalculus is due to Berger and Schwichtenberg [2], and encodes simply-typed
λ-expressions, given an encoding of their type. Given a simply typed λexpression M of type p τ q , we have:
(Gst M p τ q ) =

p

Mq

(6)

In the next section we derive a partial Gödeliser for the set of all proper
combinators. This result is a part of our Ph.D. thesis [8].
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Gödelisation of Proper Combinators

3.1 Definition:
Proper Combinators [1, Page 184, Problem 8.5.15],
PC(n). A proper combinator of arity n is a λ-expression λx1 · · · xn .B where
B ∈ {x1 , . . . , xn }+ . The set of all proper combinators of arity n is PC(n).
Note that some proper combinators are not simply typed. For example
(λx.xx) has no simple type.
3.2 Theorem:
There exists GPC such that for any n ≥ 1 and proper
combinator P ∈ PC(n) we have:
(GPC P p nq ) =

p

Pq

Proof: We assume the existence of combinators Var, Abs, and App
for encoding variables, abstractions and applications. Specifically:
(Var p nq ) =
p

(Abs xn

q p

q

M ) =

(App p M q p N q ) =

p
p
p

xn q

(7)
q

(λxn .M)
(M N)q

By defining Var, Abs, and App appropriately, we can obtain encodings of
λ-expressions in terms of integers, lists, strings, or any other data structure
we might want to work with. For example, in a language such as Scheme we
use S-expressions to encode variables, abstractions and applications.
We make use of the following property of the application of two ordered
pairs (compare with Barendregt’s hint in his text on the λ-calculus, Problem 6.8.15 (ii) [1, Page 149]):
([a1, b1] [a2, b2]) −→ ((λx.(x a1 b1 )) (λx.(x a2 b2 )))
−→ ((λx.(x a2 b2 )) a1 b1)
−→ (a1 a2 b2 b1)

(8)

In particular, we have:
([R, a] [R, b]) = (R R b a)
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(9)

By choosing R = λrba.[r, (App a b)], we have
([R, p M q ] [R, p N q ]) = [R, p (M N)q ].

(10)

Now pick a proper combinator in PC(n), P = λx1 · · · xn .B, where B ∈
{x1, . . . , xn }+. We obtain p B q as follows:
(P [R, (Var p 1q )] · · · [R, (Var p nq )]) = [R, p B q ]

(11)

This solves the main problem in defining GPC , i.e., the construction of the
body of a proper combinator of arity n. What remains is to wrap encodings
of abstractions of the n variables around the encoding of the body. The
technique we use is similar to that by Church to derive a definition for the
predecessor function[3, Chapter III, §9, Page 31]:
Let
Ak = λx.(Abs (Var p 1q )
...

(12)

(Abs (Var p k q ) x) · · ·)
Pk = (P [R, (Var p 1q )]
..
.

(13)

[R, (Var p k q )])

The function f maps [p k + 1q , Pk , Ak ] to [p k + 2q , Pk+1 , Ak+1]. We define f
as follows:
f = λt.[(SuccChurch (π13 t)),
(π23 t [R, (Var (π13 t))]),
(λx.(π33 t (Abs (Var (π13 t)))))]

(14)

The n-th composition of f applied to the triple [p 1q , P0 = P , A0 = I] reduces
to the triple [p n + 1q , Pn , An ]. We get p P q by applying An to the second
projection of Pn . A definition for GPC is obtained by abstracting over the
proper combinator P and the Church numeral n:
GPC = λpn.((λt.(π33 t (π22 (π23 t))))
(n f [p 1q , p, I]))
5

(15)

We now have for all n ≥ 1 and for any proper combinator P = λx1 · · · xn .B ∈
PC(n). This completes our derivation.
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Conclusion

Proposition 2.1 shows that no Gödeliser for Λ0 exists, that takes no additional
information about the expression it is encoding. Consequently, we consider
partial Gödelisers, operating on specific subsets of Λ0 and taking some information about the expressions they are encoding. Berger and Schwichtenberg [2] have constructed a partial Gödeliser which encodes simply-typed
λ-expressions, given an encoding of their type. In this paper, we have shown
that a partial Gödeliser GPC exists for proper combinators, given their arity.
The fact that Gödelisation is taken modulo the normal form results in a
normalisation effect which has been exploited in proof theory [2, Section 7],
and in partial evaluation [5].
We have coded the definition for GPC into the programming language
Scheme [4], and have used it to visualise the source code (modulo normalisation and α-equivalence) of compiled code. The source code is presented in
Appendix A, and a sample run is presented in Appendix B.
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A

Scheme Code

;;; The Identity combinator:
(define I (lambda (x) x))
;;; Routines to facilitate Church-numeral arithmetic:
(define Church-zero (lambda (x) (lambda (y) y)))
(define Church-S+
(lambda (cn)
(lambda (x)
(lambda (y)
(x ((cn x) y))))))
(define Church-one (Church-S+ Church-zero))
(define integer->Church
(lambda (n)
(if (zero? n)
Church-zero
(Church-S+ (integer->Church (sub1 n))))))
(define Church->integer (lambda (cn) ((cn add1) 0)))
;;; The definition of Var, Abs, and App using S-expressions for
;;; encoding proper combinators:
(define Var
(lambda (n)
(string->symbol (format "x~a" (Church->integer n)))))
(define Abs (lambda (v e) (list ’lambda (list v) e)))
(define App (lambda (f x) (list f x)))
;;; Support for ordered pairs:
(define make-pair (lambda (a b) (lambda (s) ((s a) b))))
(define pair->1 (lambda (p) (p (lambda (a) (lambda (b) a)))))
(define pair->2 (lambda (p) (p (lambda (a) (lambda (b) b)))))
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;;; Support for ordered triples:
(define make-triple (lambda (a b c) (lambda (s) (((s
(define triple->1
(lambda (t) (t (lambda (a) (lambda (b) (lambda (c)
(define triple->2
(lambda (t) (t (lambda (a) (lambda (b) (lambda (c)
(define triple->3
(lambda (t) (t (lambda (a) (lambda (b) (lambda (c)

a) b) c))))
a))))))
b))))))
c))))))

;;; The Gödeliser for proper combinators, from Theorem 3.2
(define Gpc
(lambda (p n)
((lambda (t) ((triple->3 t) (pair->2 (triple->2 t))))
((n (lambda (t)
(make-triple
(Church-S+ (triple->1 t))
((triple->2 t) (make-pair
(lambda (v)
(lambda (n)
(lambda (m)
(make-pair v (App m n)))))
(Var (triple->1 t))))
(lambda (x)
((triple->3 t) (Abs (Var (triple->1 t)) x))))))
(make-triple Church-one p I)))))
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B

Scheme Session

> (load "pc.scm")
;;; Defining the proper combinator λxyz.(x x (y y)(y y (z z))),
;;; which is not simply typed:
> (define foo
(lambda (x)
(lambda (y)
(lambda (z)
(((x x) (y y)) ((y y) (z z)))))))
;;; foo denotes a procedure:
> foo
#<procedure foo>
;;; Encoding foo into a list:
> (Gpc foo (integer->Church 3))
(lambda (x1)
(lambda (x2)
(lambda (x3)
(((x1 x1) (x2 x2)) ((x2 x2) (x3 x3))))))
;;; Encoding is modulo the normal form:
> (Gpc ((lambda (x) (x x)) (lambda (x) x)) (integer->Church 1))
(lambda (x1) x1)
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